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Contemporary copy of Abad y Queipo' "testamento" warning of a coalition of enemies "devouring the Americas"

1. ABAD Y QUEIPO, MANUEL. [Manuscript] Representacion a S. M. en 20 de Junio de 1815 por el Obispo electo de Michoacán el Ilmo. Sr. D. Manuel Abad y Queipo sobre la situación politica de nuestras Americas. Mexico: 1815 [but later?]. [35 pp.]. 9 loose sheets folded once. Folio. 31 x 21.5 cm. Castañeda & Dabbs: Guide to the Latin American Manuscripts in the University of Texas Library 1288. Robertson: List of documents in Spanish archives... in American Libraries 1040. A very good copy, some soiling and wear at the edges, tiny worm hole near fold, mainly between the lines, affecting a few individual letters in total. A contemporary copy, with scribal paraph. The only complete copy of this manuscript we have found is in the Cuevas Collection (not examined). Very rare. Aside from the Cuevas copy, the Library of Congress, Manuscript division, lists a "Fragmento de una carta de M. Abad y Queipo, fechada el 20 de junio de 1815" in the Iturbide Papers Collection. [43684] $2500

Declaration Signer. Early Signed Document

2. [AMERICAN REVOLUTION. DECLARATION SIGNER] SHERMAN, ROGER. [Deed of Sale for Land in New Milford, Connecticut. Signed and Completed in Manuscript. Sealed]. [New Milford, Conn.]. 1751. 1 sheet. Folio. Partially printed document, signed and completed by Sherman, 30 July 1751. Chips to edges, mainly at the top with some repairs on the verso, bottom edge with small chip and discoloration where newspaper clipping was removed, paper browned, a few minor splits at the fold, still good, legible, and without loss of text. This is the earliest signed document by Sherman that we could find offered at auction in at least the last hundred years, the closest being a letter dated 5 October 1752 which sold at Swann's in 2012. [43269] $1200

The King's Speech: George III admits things are not proceeding as planned in the American Colonies


Sides with the Crown against Sam Adams


Fathers, Daughters, & Dowry in Peru

6. (ARIAS DE SAAVEDRA, FRANCISCO). Manifestacion de los derechos de la menor dona Grimeana de la Puente en el juicio que en segunda instancia; ha promovido en esta real audiencia, con el Señor Marques de Corpa oydor de ella: sobre el entero de la dote de la Marquesa de la


**Detailed Descriptions of Zacatecan Silver Mining**


**South American Drawings at Humboldt's Suggestion**

9. BELLERMANN, FERDINAND. Landschafts - Und Vegetations-Bilder Aus Den Tropen Süd-America's. Berlin: C. Lincke, (ca. 1880). [4 pp.] key; title; 24 plates. Illus. with mounted title and 24 mounted albumen photographs of hand-drawings by Bellermann. Folio. 14 1/2 x 11 inches (37 x 28.5 cm). Quarter cloth portfolio with ribbon ties over printed gray paper-covered boards. The four pages of the explanatory text (keyed to the plates) are by Hermann Karsten. The photographs from the originals are by C. Linke, who also published this edition. Very good, some foxing throughout, mostly to mounts, in a rubbed portfolio with some soiling, lacking top tie, others a bit worn. Only one copy for sale or auction in any edition in the last half century or more. OCLC, COPAC, the European Library and other databases show only two copies of this edition, four of other editions, none in the Americas. [43691] $1850

**Large Label from one of the Great Wine Growing Regions of Argentina**


**By the Inventor of the Bormann Fuse to the U.S. Superintendent of Naval Ordinance**


**Humanistic View of the Discovery of the New World. In Verse**


Liberation of Brazilian Amazonia's Indigenous People

14. [BRAZIL]. COMPANHIA GERAL DO GRAO PARA E MARANHAO. JOSÉ I, KING OF PORTUGAL. Ley, porque V. Magestade ha por bem restituir aos Indios do Grao Pará, e Maranhão a liberdade das suas pessoas, e bens, e commercio: na forma que nella se declara. [text begins]... Dom Joseph por graça de Deus Rey de Portugal ... Faço saber aos que esta ley virem, que mandando examinar pelas pessoas do meu conselho, e por outros ministros doutos, e zelosos do serviço de Deos e meu, e do bem commum dos meus vassallos, que me pareceo consultar, as verdadeiras causas com que desde o descubrimento do Grao Pará, e Maranhão, até agora não só se naõ tem multiplicado, e civilizado os Índios daquelle estado ... [Lisboa]: Na officina de Miguel Rodrigues, impressor do Eminentissimo Senhor Cardeal Patriarca, 1755. 12 pp. Folio (30 x 20.5 cm.). Removed. First edition. Gauz: Portuguese and Brazilian Books in the John Carter Brown Library 755/22. Not in Rodrigues, Borba de Moraes, or Sabin. A near fine copy, pinprick to top margin, minor browning at edges. Dated in text: June 6, 1755. OCLC locates five copies: Newberry, NYPL, Univ. Minn., BL, and JCB. Copies are also located at the BN Portugal and the BN Brasil. [42961] $900

Appalling legislation would lead to disaster in the Amazon


18th c. portrait of the social life, manners and customs of the common people in Bahia and Minas Geraes


Scarce Map of British Columbia


A First Revolution for the Common People in Buenos Aires
18. [BUENOS AIRES]. [FUNES, GREGORIO]. Gazeta Extra-ordinaria de Buenos-Ayres, Lunes 15 de Abril de 1811. (Buenos Aires): (Real Imprenta de Niños Expósitos), 1811. [127 - 145] pp. 8vo. Disbound in three original quires. First edition. Furlong IV: 2565. Palau 96378 (Reimpression). Zinny: p.48. A very good copy, old stitch holes, very faint numeral 7 inked to top margin of title page. Issues of the Gazeta are uncommon in the trade, Gazeta Extraordinaria and early issues even more so. The only issues before 1813 that we could find were at the Sotheby's sale of May 8, 1961 (lot 64A) purchased by Maggs. [43697] $350

July 4th celebration aboard the "Hannah Sprague," out of New York City bound for the California gold fields


Gold Rush Letter from the Mameluke, the richest hill in California for its size


Shovel Mogul Oliver Ames & Sons Need Iron for the Gold Rush Lest it Stop


Discharge Papers for Baja Soldier Later Assassinated, signed by Mexico's President for 33 days

22. [CANADIAN ROCKIES. ALBERTA. BANFF]. [Photograph] Brewster Bros.' Banff Livery in Alberta, Canada, with Horse-drawn wagons, and including Bill Brewster and Bronco Buster, Frank Ricks. [Banff]: [1904]. 5.25 x 6.75 inches on 7 x 9 inch board. Black card mount with embossed border. Silver gelatin print. Very good photo, lightly foxed, boards slightly edge worn, with one closed tear. All nine identified to one degree or another on the verso, by Theo. S. Childs, a traveler. [43665] $125

"To arms citizens:" The Chilean Revolution is the French Revolution

24. [CHILE. REVOLUTION OF 1891]. [Broadside] Guerra a muerte. A las armas corred, ciudadanos [Santiago de Chile]: Impr. de La Justicia, [1891]. 1 sheet printed recto only. 28 x 19.4 cm (11 x 7 1/2 inches) Broadsheet. About fine, minor creasing to two corners, very faint vertical fold. Rare. OCLC, CCILA, COPAC, and other online catalogues show only a single copy at the BN Chile. [43701] $150

Pennsylvania Leads in the War Effort

Telegraph. 1861. 13 3/4 x 8 1/2 inches. First edition. OCLC: 180773997. Addressed in manuscript on verso to Ohio Governor William Dennison (with canceled postal stamp). A very good copy with mailing folds, tiny tear at middle fold; stamped and addressed on verso else clean. [42905] $1200

*With Rare Broadsheet for the Return of Sherlock Holmes*


*Keep Cool and Keep Coolidge*

27. [COOLIDGE, CALVIN]. [Archive of 10 Pamphlets from the 1924 Coolidge Presidential Campaign]. Republican National Committee and others, (1924). Illus. with b/w photos, drawings, and a map. Various sizes from 8 x 5.5 inches to 6 x 3.5 inches. Paper wrappers. First edition. Overall very good or better copies, some with light soiling. [43095] $275

*The Most Successful Conductor of Filibuster Expeditions to Cuba during the Ten Years’ War*

28. [CUBA]. CISNEROS, FRANCISCO JAVIER; MIGUEL ALDAMA; ET AL. [Manuscript on Filibuster Operations in Cuba’s Guerra de los 10 años] Mision á Colombia: Projecto. [New York, Colombia, Panama]: 1870. 70 pp. Folio. Disbound. Manuscript transcripts with corrections of 21 (perhaps 22) letters, most, if not all, are in Cisneros hand. Very good, removed from a bound volume, short tears to two leaves not affecting readability. List of letters upon request. [43794] $4250

*Columbus was not the First*


30. [CULINARY]. [CALIFORNIA. SAN DIEGO]. [HARDY, CHARLES S.]. [Photograph]. Chas S. Hardy of Bay City Market on his Delivery Wagon. [San Diego]: (ca. 1895). 4.75 x 6.75 inches. Inscribed on verso "Received from Elizabeth Hardy Fraser, Sept 1938." Very good, slightly edge worn. [43633] $100

*Complete catalogue of an early and most important show of Mexican folk art*


32. DAVIS, JEFFERSON. President’s Message. To the Senate and House Representatives of the

Jefferson Davis Accused of Cruel & Barbarous Practices

33. [DAVIS, JEFFERSON]. HOWARD, [JACOB MERRITT]. (UNITED STATES. CONGRESS. SENATE). In the Senate of the United States. Mr. Howard Submitted the following Resolution. Senate 39th Congress, 1st Session. Mis. Doc. no. 39. January 16, 1866. Read, and ordered to lie on the table and be printed... it appears that Jefferson Davis, late President of the so-called Confederate States, is now held in custody, charged with the crimes of having incited the assassination of Abraham Lincoln... Resolved by the Senate, (and the House of Representatives concurring.) That it be respectfully recommended to the President that said Jefferson Davis and Clement C. Clay be, without unnecessary delay, tried by a military commission upon said charges. [Washington, D.C.]: n.p., 1866. 1 sheet. 6 x 9 1/2 inches. Broadside. First edition. Owen: Bibliography of Mississippi p. 685. Eberstadt 165-210. ANBO 04/04-00529. A very good copy with inch marginal closed tear, light soiling, faint marginal stain. OCLC locates only one copy. [43052] $400

Warmly Inscribed. 1 of 200


Diaz Departure for France Captured by Vermont Businessman

35. [DIAZ, PORFIRIO]. THOMPSON, CHARLES H. [Photograph] President Diaz Leaving Mexico at Vera Cruz, for France, 1911. [Vera Cruz, Mexico]: (1911). 7 x 9.5 inches. Very good, lightly faded at the lower portion, marginal soiling and creasing. [43694] $100

Warning that Spain will again control the Caribbean


The most famous work on the British West Indies

37. EDWARDS, BRYAN. The History, Civil and Commercial, of the British Colonies in the West Indies [Two Volumes]. London: Printed for John Stockdale, 1793-1794. xxxvi, 24, 494 pp.: + plates. Illus. with b/w 16 plates and maps, 3 of which are folding (1 map in 2 sheets, both folding). Sm. 4to. Tree calf bordered in gilt, rebacked with original spines laid down, new labels, gilt title. Second edition. Sabin 21901. Ragatz: p. 165. Griffin 2796. ESTC T136756. Very good copies with chips to ends and edges of backstrips; new spine labels; 3" chip to margin of 1 leaf (p.57, Vol. II), endpapers offset at edges; plates clean but for light marginal foxing; except first part of large folding map with repaired tear in blank area; 1 map and 1 plate foxed. [43145] $2500

Yiddish translation of "El Plan de Hitler." For the Buenos Ayres Community

38. ERNST, HENRY. [SIGAL, Y., TRANS.]. Hitlers Plan. יאָדישער וואָרטן אָונְצײַנטיזמע / Plan de Hitler / ידית את מון ליאָדיש. Buenos Ayres: Folqs-organizayye qegn faָשימ un antisemitizm, Organizacion Popular Contra el Fascismo Y Antisemitismo 1935. 213 pp. Sm. 8vo. Paper wrappers. Wrappers worn and soiled, spine rubbed, edges a bit frayed, some minor dampstain to margin of a few leaves, rubbed stamp to title page,
but overall still about very good. [43702] $225

39. FORCE, PETER. [Broadside] Prospectus of a History of the Administration of John Quincy Adams, President of the United States of America. [Washington, D.C.]: [Printed by Peter Force], 1829. 1 sheet. 41.5 x 25.7 cm. (16 1/2 x 10 inches). First edition. Amer. Imprints 38606. Very good, browned at the edges, horizontal fold with tiny split and spotting, one marginal tear and 5 mm. chip to corner. Copies at the Library of Congress and the American Antiquarian Society. None located at auction and last dealer sale (recorded on Rare Book Hub) in 1933. [43773] $475

40. [FRANCO-PRUSSIAN WAR]. LOFTUS, AUGUSTUS WILLIAM FREDERICK SPENCER, LORD. [Franco-Prussian War printed and manuscript Passport for travel to Russia beginning]: We, Lord Augustus Loftus, a Member of Her Majesty's Most Honorable Privy Council, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Honorable Order of the Bath, Her Britannick Majesty's Ambassador Extraordinary & Plenipotentiary to His Majesty The King of Prussia and to The North German Confederation... Berlin: 1870. 1 sheet. 40 x 29 cm. Folded. First edition. Signed by Augustus Loftus as "Chargé des Affaires et interets des Francais en Prusse". A very good copy, three small holes, edges mildly worn. [43297] $275

18th c. India and Persia


Archive collected by Lily Braun (1865-1916), German Writer, Feminist, & Socialist

42. [GERMAN LITERATURE]. BRAUN, LILLY. [Archive of 76 manuscript documents by 54 German ‘fin de siècle’ writers, poets, & intellectuals sent to or collected by Lily Braun (1865-1916), German Writer, Feminist, & Socialist: mostly letters or cards, two holograph poems, with a few images, clipped signatures, and envelopes. Nearly all signed]. (Most 1892-1915). Sizes vary. Unbound. Overall fine. Complete list of documents is available upon request. [43306] $3250

The Model for Herman Hesse’s Masters & Forerunner of the Hippies

43. GRASER, GUSTO. SCHLAF, JOHANNES. [Archive of Four Publications by Gusto Gräser, Guru to Herman Hesse]. n.p. [Gusto Gräser]: ca. 1910-20. 4 sheets. Paper wrappers. First edition. About fine, faint horizontal creases, and crease to scalloped edge of portfolio. Rare. OCLC and European Libraries locate no copies of any of these items and only eight locations of works by Graser before 1930. [43680] $500

Broadside Declares Carrera President for Life

44. [GUATEMALA]. [GUATEMALA]. JUNTA GENERAL DE AUTORIDADES. Acta de la Junta Gral. de Autoridades. funcionarios publicos, prelados eclesiasticos, gefes militares y diputaciones de las corporaciones, en que se aclamo Presidente Perpetuo de la Republica de Guatemala al Exmo. Sr. Capitan Gral. Don Rafael Carrera. [Guatemala]: Imprenta de la Paz, 1854. 1 sheet. 30.2 x 42.2 cm. 12
51. HOLTON, GEORGE. Indios de Guatemala. Fotografías en colores. Guatemala: Litografía Byron x 16 1/2 inches). Broadside. About fine, some minor creasing at corners. The smaller and less elaborate of two versions of this broadside. While there are no copies located on OCLC, COPAC, European Libraries, CCIL A., or any Latin American Libraries, this issue is held at archives of two institutions: Central American Printed Ephemera Collection at Tulane and Miscellaneous Broadsides Collection, Nettie Lee Benson Latin American Collection, the University of Texas at Austin. [43557] $950

"Picaresque adventures... and scholarly expertise... A valuable work"

45. [GUATEMALA]. MORELET, ARTHUR. Voyage dans l'Amérique centrale, l'Ile de Cuba et le Yucatan. [Two Volumes]. Paris: Gide et J. Baudry, 1857. [4], 337, [2]; [4], 323, [2] pp. Illus. with 22 engravings, 2 plates of music and 1 large folding color map (70.5 x 31.6 cm.). Sm. 4to. Contemporary half green morocco over marbled boards, four raised bands, three compartments decorated in gilt, two compartments with red morocco labels titled in gilt. First edition. Palau 181582. Sabin 50591. Bandelier: p.13. Very good copies with minor wear to boards, spine tips rubbed, small bookseller's label on free front endpaper, foxing, rear blanks clipped at corner; two small tears to map with old tape repairs on verso, otherwise map quite sharp. Rarely at auction; only two in the last half century. [42909] $2500

Saint-Domingue Relief Loan


Revolution in Haiti by a Surgeon to King Christophe. Presentation Copy


Harpers Ferry Survivor Flees to Fight another Day


Details on Travel to and Earning a living in 19th c. Hawaii by the 1st U.S. Consul


Satire of the American reform movements... Up to triple transcendentalism


Inscribed by the Photographer

51. HOLTON, GEORGE. Indios de Guatemala. Fotografías en colores. Guatemala: Litografía Byron
Announcement by Rafael Carrera at the conclusion of the Guatemalan-Honduran War


"El Carnicero" calls for support in the Guatemalan-Honduran War

53. [HONDURAS]. GUARDIOLA BISTILLO, JOSÉ SANTOS. El General Guardiola a sus compatriotas. Hondureños: No habría pensado en moverme del retiro honroso que había obtenido en Guatemala, si no me hubieran llegado repetidas instancias y clamores sobre vuestros sufrimientos. Ocotépeque: [n.p.], 1854. 1 sheet printed recto only. Folio. 33 x 22 cm. 13 x 8 5/8 inches. First edition. Near fine, but for some creasing at the corners, one tiny nick. OCLC locates only two copies of this first, partially dated edition: UC Berkeley and Boston Public Lib. [43669] $400

Successful Idaho prospector encourages friend to hurry before it is too late.

54. [IDAHO. SILVER MINING]. GOOD, G.S. [GEORGE S.] [Autograph Letter Signed] G.S. Good Writes to James Leahy about Idaho Mining. [Milo, Idaho]: April 21, 1886. 1 pp. Lined paper, composed in pencil. Sm. 4to. A very good copy, some wear and one tiny tear at the center fold. [43772] $300

Congressmen Acting Badly. First Brawl on the House Floor

55. [IMPEACHMENT.]. [UNITED STATES CONGRESS]. [Three Reports concerning the Griswold / Lyon Brawl]: Report of the Committee of Privileges, to whom was referred... a motion relative to the "expulsion from this House, of Matthew Lyon... [with] Report .... for Riotous and Disorderly Behavior... [with] The Testimony Given Before a Committee of the Whole of the House of Representatives.... [Philadelphia]: n.p., 1798. 8vo. Stitched self wrappers. First editions. Overall very good copies, a few perhaps removed with extra stitch holes, most leaves unopened or partially unopened, minor foxing, one with marginal ink stain. Very rare at auction. [43738] $1200

Shakespeare Forgeries Confessed


World War Two Cinema from Japan

57. [JAPAN. CINEMA. WORLD WAR II]. [Small Archive of Japanese Movie Stills from the World War II Era]. [Japan]: n.d. [ca. 1939-1941]. 47 b/w photos. Approximately 6 x 4 inches. Loose in a black clamshell box. Very good copies with slight curl; some with small edge or corner tears; 23 have the name of the film or featured actors/actresses rubber-stamped on the back, in Japanese. [43024] $750

Letter on the implementation of the Jay Treaty by its framer reveals Britain's Concerns

58. JENKINSON, CHARLES, 1ST EARL OF LIVERPOOL. [LORD HAWKESBURY]. [Manuscript Letter Signed] 1st Earl of Liverpool, Charles Jenkinson, Correspondence Regarding the Treaty of

Expulsion of the Jesuits: "notorious rebels, traitors, enemies, and aggressors"

59. [JESUITS]. [PORTUGAL]. JOSÉ I, REY DE PORTUGAL. Eu el rey. Faço saber aos que este alvará virem, que por quanto pela minha ley dada no palacio de Nossa Senhora da Ajuda em tres setembro de mil setecentos cinco e nove, e publicada na chancellaria mór do reino em tres de outubro do mesmo anno, declarei os regulares da Companhia denominada de Jesu, habitantes nos meus reinos, e todos os seus dominios, ... [Lisboa]: n.p. 1761. 4 pp. 8" x 11 1/2" Removed. First edition. A very good sharp copy, removed from a larger volume, inked page number to rectos. OCLC locates only one copy: JCB. [43055] $500

Instructions by Lindsay for organizing his readings. He ended up 'hissed' at this one in Bryn Mawr


Broadside for the First American Work on the Aesthetics of Cinema


"Factual and documented account of a Nazi invasion of our continent"


Fiesta de las Flores goes Anglo

63. [LOS ANGELES]. [Photograph. Panoramic] Patriotic Women's Group for Los Angeles' La Fiesta de las Flores Parade, ca. 1901. [Los Angeles]: (ca. 1901). 3.75 x 9.5 inches on 4 x 10 inch card. White card mount. Good, faded and lightly foxed, with soiled card mount. There are a few photographs of this parade, mostly of the main route or with McKinley, though the Los Angeles Times original photographs for its special issue are now lost. Only a few photos of the participating groups prior to the parade have been located in photo archives. [43654] $150

Charles F. Lummis on Writing and Education

64. LUMMIS, CHARLES F. [Typed Letter Signed on 'Out West' Stationary Encouraging a Young Writer]. Los Angeles: 1903. 2 sheets 8vo. First edition. A very good copy, folds, very small red stain to heading, two old staple marks. [43726] $150

Ephemeral broadsides with hand-colored illustrations of Civil War scenes

65. MAGNUS, CHARLES, LITHOGRAHER. [Eleven Civil War Song Sheets]. [New York]: Charles Magnus, 1863-1864. 1 sheet each. Approx. 8 x 5 inches. Broadsides. First edition thus. Very good or better copies. Complete descriptions and images are available upon request. [42987] $1000

66. MCMURTRIE, DOUGLAS C. An Oregon Legal Imprint of 1850... Reproduced in Facsimile from
the Unique Copy in the Oregon Historical Society: The Donation Bill of the Territory of Oregon [without the facsimile]. Evanston: Privately Printed, 1942. 5 pp. 1 sheet folded. 24mo. Unbound sheets in stiff paper wrappers. A very good, unopened copy, with minor wear along the edges, contents crisp. Only twenty copies printed. [43705] $100

Tehuantepecanos! Unite to my cause!

67. MELENDEZ, JOSE GREGORIO. [Manuscript Document calling for the people of Tehuantepec to join the revolt. Beginning] "El ciudadano José Gregorio Meléndez Gral. de División y Comandante en jefe de las fuerzas de Juchitán. A los Tehuantepecanos...." [Juchitán / Chiapas, Mexico]: 1850. 1 sheet. Folio. 33 x 23 cm (13 x 19 inches). Broadside. Dated: "Juchitán Noviembre 17 de 1850. A very good copy, tiny tear at one edge, minor creasing, fold, old stab marks at margin. [43646] $600

Mexican War History Suppressed by Santa Anna. With maps and portraits

68. [MEXICAN-AMERICAN WAR]. ALCARAZ, RAMON; ET AL. Apuntes para la Historia de la Guerra entre México y los Estados Unidos. México: Tipografía de Manuel Payno, 1848. v. [1], [1], 401, [3] pp. Illus. with 28 lithographic maps and plates: 14 folding maps; 14 portrait plates; and one folding table. Sm. 4to. Contemporary quarter morocco over marbled boards, four raised bands, gilt title on spine. First edition. Palau 14138. Sabin 48281. Howes A105 (b). Streeter 1279. Haferkorn 8. Eberstadt 114-733. Tutorow 3254. About very good, small chip to foot of spine, edges worn, armorial bookplate on free front endpaper, scattered foxing, tide line on top fore margin of first dozen or so leaves, a few leaves with old reinforcement repairs on top inner edge affecting a few words, one map with a few repairs affecting the neat line at one corner and blank areas, one leaf with two wear holes to lower margin, otherwise quite solid. [42378] $4000

Scarce Photo-illustrated Book with Views of Mexico City

69. (MEXICO TRAMWAYS COMPANY; MEXICAN LIGHT AND POWER COMPANY LIMITED). Photographs of Views In and Around the City of Mexico and of the Companies' Installations. [n.a.]. [n.a.]. [1909]. Unpaged [50 lvs.]. Illus. with 49 b/w photo-illustrated plates. Sm. Obl. 8vo. (14 x 9 inches). Paper covered thick card boards titled in gilt, screw ties, decorated endpapers. First edition. A very good copy, boards rubbed, fore edge corners of a few early leaves chipped or with folds, rear statistical leaf chipped along edges, margins and versos foxed, heavily on a few preliminary leave, all but three photos free of foxing. OCLC locates no copies but for a French language version at the Univ. Antwerp. [43507] $600


Alvarez's resistance to the centralization of power in Mexico


First Elected Constitutional Governor of Mexico in the Segunda época

72. [MEXICO]. [OLAGUIBEL, FRANCISCO MODESTO]. VILLELA, MARIANO. El C. Lic. Mariano Villela, presidente del Superior Tribunal de Justicia y gobernador interino del estado libre y soberano de mexico a todos sus habitantes. Sabed:...Los Sres. secretarios del Honorable Congreso del Estado, en oficio de 13 del corriente, me han dirigido el decreto que sigue: El Congreso
The Mill House Press Catullus


Free Trade Views Provoke anti-Semitism

The Epic of the American Revolution by the "American Sappho"


Jackson's Call for the Relocation of Native Americans to the West

80. [NAUTICAL]. [BARRELL, JAMES E.], MASTER. [Manuscript] Statement of General Average case of the Schooner "David Currie." [n.a.] 1875. 26 leaves. [Title, 7 pages of text, 40 pages of disbursements, 6 blanks]. Folio. Green cloth, gilt title. Boards rubbed, title gilt faint, split to top of front hinge, endpapers and a few leaves soiled mainly at the margins, faint dampstain to top edge, but still about very good. [43581] $150

Damaged by storm during a trip from Brazos Santiago in Texas to New York

81. [NAUTICAL]. [RUSSELL, P.]. Bold Dighton. Being the account of an action fought off Gaudaloupe, in 1805, where ninety-five Americans, and near three hundred Britons made their escape from the prison at that place. Boston: Sold by Deming, wholesale and retail, No, 62, Hanover Street, 2d door from Friend Street, ca. 1832. 1 sheet. 25 x 18 cm. Broadside. Shaw & Shoemaker 8047. Horizontal fold expertly reinforced, tiny hole at top margin, creasing at lower corner, one or two foxing spots, still about very good. Only one at auction in over fifty years. [43302] $650

American and English sailors' escape from the French prison at Bassaterre


The Advantages of America's Colonial Plantations

83. [OVERLAND MAIL]. [HOLLADAY, BENJAMIN]. CAMERON, ANGUS. UNITED STATES CONGRESS. In the Senate of the United States. February 9, 1880. Ordered to be printed. Mr. Cameron, of Wisconsin, from the Committee on Claims, submitted the following Report (To
accompany bill S. 231): The Committee on Claims, to whom was referred the petition of Benjamin Holladay, praying compensation for spoliations by Indians on his property while engaged in carrying the mail of the United States under a contract with the United States, and for damages and expenses incurred in consequence of the changing of his mail route in compliance with military orders, and for property taken and used by the military forces of the United States... [with] April 11, 1882. Mr. Cameron, of Wisconsin, from the Committee on Claims, submitted the following Report (To accompany bill S. 1683): The Committee on Claims, to whom was referred the memorial of Ben Holladay, praying compensation for spoliations by Indians on his property while carrying the mails of the United States... [Washington, D.C.:] [U.S. Government Printing Office], 1880; 1882. 18; 11 pp. 8vo. Stapled paper wrappers; stitched paper wrappers. First edition. See Streeter 314 (for 1872 Memorial). Very good copies. OCLC locates two copies of one item and one of the other. [43114] $350

Avoiding the Yellow Fever Quarantine in La Plata

85. PACIFIC STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY. Service Special et Direct entre Bordeaux et la Plata. Bordeaux: 16 fevier, 1878. 17 3/8x8 3/8 inches. Broadside. Large chip to one edge, repaired, not affecting text, a few tape repairs on verso, a few edge tears, small marginal stain; broker's stamp and agent's docket stamp. [38745] $100

Broadside from an Irascible Civil War Veteran

86. PARKHURST, HENRY CLINTON. A Postscript to "Songs of a Man Who Failed." Lincoln, NE: Woodruff Press, ca. 1922. 1 pp. 8 1/2 x 22 inches. Broadside. First edition. A very good clean copy, a few minor chips and tears at the edges and folds. OCLC locates only a single copy. [33819] $150

Magical incantation to protect pregnant women and unborn infants


Viceroyos of Peru and New Granada told to tow the line on Immigration.

88. [PERU AND NEW GRANADA]. [SPAIN. FERDINAND VI]. El Rey. Por quanto después de las conquistas de las Indias ha sido siempre uno de los más principales cuidados para su gobierno, y conservación, la formal prohibición del passe de extrangeros a ellas, y de que habitan, y se detengan en aquellos Dominios, como se reconoce de las repetidas providencias, que a ese fin están dadas, para evitar los graves inconvenientes, que de lo contrario pueden seguirse... [caption title]. [Madrid]: 1750. [4 pp.]. 4to. Self wrappers. First edition. Signed. A very good copy, old wax stain on first leaf, strong impressions, fold strengthened; trimmed at a slant, inked numeral at top margins, tiny stain to top margin of second leaf, manuscript additions. [43204] $1750

Nazarene Monastery in Lima


Spanish Manila Seeks New-World Markets Through Cuba

**Rare Photographic Record of the Argentinean Military**

91. [PHOTOGRAPHY]. [ARGENTINA. MILITARY]. Ejercito Argentino. Regimiento no. 3 de Infanteria "General Belgrano". Recuerdo de mi vida militar. Buenos Aires. Año 1940. [Cover Title]. Buenos Aires: n.p., 1940. Unpaged [20 leaves]. Illus. with 19 mounted silver-gelatin photographs with spider-web tissue guards, 29 b/w photo-reproductions on 7 plates, and two small portraits. Obl. 4to. (12 x 8.5 inches). Patterned maroon leather album, two holes with string ties and tassels, gilt titles and illustrations on front board. First edition. Over forty original signatures and inscriptions, some a paragraph long, on the front pastedown and verso of first leaf, plus one or two later on, all presumably members of the regiment. A very good copy with wear to spine ends and corners of boards, writing on front pastedown and on a few leaves, edgeworn first leaf. [41816] $750

**First Report on Labor of Freed Blacks**


**Railroad Route between Mexico, Texas, and New York**

93. PLUMB, EDWARD LEE. Ferrocarril Internacional. México: [Compañia del Ferrocarril Internacional de Texas], 1872. 1 pp. Illus. with 1 b/w map. 21 x 26 cm. First edition. A very good copy folded along bottom edge, tiny closed tear. [42947] $100

**Law for the secularization of the religious military orders in Portugal**

94. [PORTUGAL]. MARIA I. Eu a rainha. Faço saber aos que este Alvará de Declaração com força de Ley virem: Que Tendo resoluto na Carta de Ley de dezenove de Junho deste anno, cuja execução Deferi pelo Decreto de vinte de Julho para o mez de Novembro, ou para o dia que Eu fosse Servida ensinar: ... [Lisboa]: Na officina de Antonio Rodrigues Galhardo, [1789]. 4 pp. 8" x 11 1/2" Removed. First edition. Delgado da Silva: Collecção da legislação Portugueza III, pp. 564-5. A very good clean copy removed from a larger volume, with a pinhole in left margin. OCLC shows one copy, of a different printing. [42952] $500

**Educational Reform in 18th c. Portugal**

95. [PORTUGAL]. POMBAL, SEBASTIAO JOSÉ DE CARVALHO E MELO, MARQUÊS DE. Eu Elrey. Faço saber aos que este Alvará de Declaração, e ampliação virem: Que por quanto naõ coube já mais nas forças do entendimento humano fazerem-se estabelecimentos tão completos, que desde o seu principio tenha em si todas as providencias necessarias para precaver, ... porque sobre este claro conhecimento acautelei no Paragrafo nove do Título Segundo dos Estatutos do Meu Collegio de Nobres ...[with] Eu Elrey. Faço saber aos que este Alvará de Declaração, e ampliação virem: Que sendo todas os estabelecimentos humanos ainda tãõ considerados nos seus principios, como o foi a fundação do Real Collegio de Nobres por Mim ordenada na Instituição Primordial de fete de Março de mil setecento sessenta e hum, ... [Lisboa]: impresso na officina de Miguel Rodrigues, 1767 & 1772. 4 pp.; 6 pp.[203-208]. Approx 8 x 11 1/2 each. Removed. First edition. Delgado da Silva: Collecção da legislação Portugueza II, pp. 318-20 & pp. 585-7. OCLC: 740377909. Very good clean copies, both removed from larger volumes with numerals noted on top edge of each leaf. OCLC locates a copy of the first document at the BN Espana. [41404] $500

**6000 pesos for his capture: Dead or Alive**

96. POSADAS, GERVASIO ANTONIO. El Supremo Director de las Provincias Unides del Rio de la Plata. El rigor de la justicia que es el ultimo de los recursos de un gobierno bien constituido, viene a
Photographs “Going further than the eye can see”. 1 of 60

97. RANNEY, EDWARD. Macchu Picchu Suite. New York: Limited Editions Club, 1999. 3 lvs., 11 plates. Illus. with 11 photographs. Leaves 43.5 x 36 cm. (17 x 14 1/4 inches). Publisher’s velvet-lined green cloth clamshell box, inlaid brown morocco label titled in gilt on front board. First edition. Three leaves of letterpress and eleven photogravures, each numbered and signed by the photographer. Box lightly rubbed else a fine copy. [41729] $2250

Early 19th c. Voter Registration Drive

98. REPUBLICAN PARTY. CALDWELL, JOHN; JONATHAN W. EDWARDS, THOMAS S. WILLIAMS. (Circular). Sir, In the present crisis of our political affairs, it is of the utmost importance, that the friends of the republican institutions of this State should be active and vigilant, to counteract the efforts of their adversaries. Hartford: 1816. 1 pp. (bifolium). 8 x 12 1/2 inches folded. Self wrappers. First edition. Small tears along edges and folds for mailing, two 1-inch holes on margins not affecting text, addressed on verso of blank, still about very good. [43046] $500

Rare Pamphlet by a priest in the Church of San Sebastian


Cuban Railroads

100. RODRIGUEZ FERRER, MIGUEL. Dictamen que en el Cabildo Estraordinario de 23 de Febrero de 1861 Celebrado en la Ciudad de Puerto-Prinipe Presento y Leyo. Puerto Principe [Cuba]: Imprenta del Fanal, 1861. 17 pp. 8vo. Disbound First edition. Disbound, lacking the wrappers, some edgewear, one correction noted in ink, good.OCLC locates only a single copy, at the BN Espana. [43262] $350

Early Mormon theater with parts for three plays


Rare Signed Portrait of the founder of the San Francisco Chronicle


Rare Duck Hunting Club in San Francisco Bay Ghost Town

103. [SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA]. [Photograph] Members of the Precita Gun Club in Drawbridge, California, circa 1900. [San Jose]: (ca. 1900). 6 x 8 inches on 9 x 11.5 inch card. Gray card mount. Very good, edge worn board with one closed tear, image lightly faded at the left edge. [43661]
Military tries to bring discipline & order to Mexico under Santa Anna. Includes rare heliographic documents

104. SANTA ANNA, ANTONIO LOPEZ DE. JOSE MARIA TORNEL Y MENDIVIL; JUAN SUÁREZ Y NAVARRO; LINO J. ALCORTA. Archive of 47 Mexican Manuscript and Printed Documents - Laws, Decrees, Circulars- from the Ministry of War and Navy: June - December 1853. [Tacubaya]: 1853. [77 pp.] on 43 leaves, some folded. Folio. Loose leaves disbound from a later made-up volume. First edition. Overall very good. OCLC locates no copies of any of these individual documents, though some of the printed items are held at Berkeley, and except for three similar documents described by Dr. W. Michael Mathes in a 2004 auction catalogue, we could find no listings, catalogue holdings, or auction records for items reproduced in a similar fashion to those included. Detailed list upon request. [43554] $4250

Satirical anti-military anti-government Report


By the Scientific Discoverer British Guiana


The Revolt that Fundamentally Altered U.S. History

107. [SHAY'S REBELLION]. MASSACHUSETTS. [Three Documents on Shay's Rebellion] Acts and Laws, Passed by the General Court of Massachusetts... on Wednesday the Thirty-first day of May, Anno Domini, 1786... to Wednesday the Twenty-seventh day of September following [with] Acts and Laws... to Wednesday the Thirty-first day of January, 1787 [with] Resolves of the General Court ... Boston: Printed by Adams and Nourse, 1786; 1787. [487-545] pp.; [546-627] pp. [87-168] pp. Folio. Quarter tan paper spine over gray paper-covered boards, paper label on front cover. First edition. Evans 19780. Sabin 45570. NAIP w016751. Evans 20496. Sabin 45570. NAIP w016755. Evans 19793. NAIP w006811. Generally fine copies, old stitching marks at inner margin, first item with foxing on three leaves, and small faded contemporary marginal notation; first leaf of second item with two creases to lower half and one leaf with paper loss at corner just affecting marginal title, final item with a few marginal pin holes and one tiny stain, otherwise very sharp and clear impressions in a fine binding. [43260] $3000

Formation of Nevada Territory

108. SMITH, WILLIAM. UNITED STATES CONGRESS. COMMITTEE ON THE TERRITORIES. Territory of Nevada (To accompany Bill H.R. No. 567.) May 12, 1858. Mr. William Smith, from the Committee on the Territories, Made the Following Report. The Committee on the Territories, to whom was referred the petition of numerous citizens of the United States residing in the Territory of Utah, asking for the creation of a new Territory, to be formed from the western portion thereof,
have, according to order, had the same under consideration, and respectfully submit the following report. [Washington, D.C.]: n.p., 1858. 5 pp. 8vo. Disbound. First edition. Flake 9160. Removed from a larger volume else a very good copy lacking stitching. [43113] $150

"She was an early free spirit among her sex..."


"only a few copies known to exist"


Two 18th c. Spanish Artillery Manuals which made it to Peru

111. [SPAIN. PERU. MILITARY TRAINING]. [Manuscript]. Two Spanish Artillery Training Manuals: Cannon Exercise [with] Mortar Practice. [Segovia]: n.p. [1786]. 68, [13] leaves. 8vo. Contemporary vellum with vellum closures. Two sets of 'simplified' artillery training exercises. One Dated 21 de septiembre de 1786, but unsigned. A very good copy, vellum soiled, dampstain on first eight leaves, three tiny worm holes, mostly between lines, library stamp to three pages; the first blank (?) may have been excised. [43791] $2250

112. [SPANISH-AMERICAN WAR]. [SAN FRANCISCO]. STREET, W. J. [Photograph] Birdseye View - Camp Merritt. North from Lone Mountain [Caption title]. [San Francisco]: (1898). 6.5 x 8.5 inch on 9 x 11 inch card. Gray card mount. Very good, a few soil marks and faint scratches in the image, board edgeworn, scuffed, with puncture marks at each corner where is must have been pinned. [43671] $250

Plea from California's First Bibliographer for Funds

113. TAYLOR, ALEXANDER S. Memorial of Alexander S. Taylor, representing that he is in possession of manuscript papers and documents of great value in elucidating the early settlement and history of California, and praying an appropriation to insure their early publication as part of the archives of the government. [Washington, D.C.]: 1854. 3 pp. 8vo. Disbound. First edition. Removed from a larger volume, chips at inner margin else a very good copy. OCLC locates only three copies: UC Berkeley, Claremont Colleges, Arizona Hist. Soc. [43710] $400

Zachary Taylor "was about used up after parading through our streets."

114. [TAYLOR, ZACHARY]. [Manuscript Letter: Account of Zachary Taylor's 1849 Inaugural Parade through Cincinnati]. [Cincinnati, OH]: n.p., 1849. [2 pp.]. Sm. 4to. Two small repaired tears else about very good, some browning and soiling. [43800] $400

Broadway Extravaganza takes to Paris in a big way: 8 ft by 4 ft Poster

Prince Albert Saw it Three Times

116. [THEATER. BRITISH. 19TH C.], LART, JOHN. The Monk's Room. Entirely original drama in prologue and four acts. London: Blades, East & Blades, 1887. 52 pp., printed rectos only. Illus. with 1 tipped in b/w engraving. 8vo. Paper wrappers. Working copy. Some manuscript corrections and strikethroughs. Wrappers chipped and worn, old repair, spine reinforced with blue tape, owner's name and other notations inked to wrappers, scribbling on rear wrapper numeral additions to rear blank, script edits inked in red throughout prologue and final scene, newspaper engraving tipped. [43714] $450

Land Speculators before the French & Indian War Need Capital. Streeter's Copy.

117. TREN'T, WILLIAM; CROGHAN, GEORGE. Know all Men by these Presents, That ... [Broadside document of "Obligation"]. [Philadelphia]: ca. 1750. 1 sheet. 31 x 19.5 cm., Streeter 4019. Accomplished in manuscript and sealed twice, dated 7 September 1750. All edges and folds fragile and worn, a number of horizontal tears along the folds, with one repaired and one across the center, none affecting text, still good. [43804] $500

Report on La Ciudad de México

118. TRIGUEROS, IGNACIO. Memoria de los ramos municipales correspondiente al semestre de julio a diciembre de 1866 presentada a S.M. el Emperador. México: Imprenta Económica, 1867. 167 pp. Illus. with 2 b/w folding charts. 8vo. Quarter green morocco over marbled boards, gilt decoration on spine, marbled endpapers. First edition. Palau 340777. A very good copy, boards worn at corners, a few letters inked to verso of free front endpaper, two tiny holes near top of free rear endpaper, otherwise contents are near fine. [42246] $500

Iconic Image of the Construction of the Mormon Tabernacle in Salt Lake City


Two on Venezuela on its 100th anniversary

120. [VENezUELA, EJERCITO]. Venezuela en la independencia, 1824-1924. Ofrenda del ejército de Venezuela al ejército del Perú en el centenario de la Batalla de Ayacucho [cover title]. Caracas: [Litografía del Comercio], 1924. [231] pp. Illus. with 100 b/w photo illustrated plates, many with multiple images, with facing text within printed borders. Sm. Obl. 4to. Gray paper wrappers, stamped in gilt and decorated in raised colors, tied in red ribbons, deckled fore edge. First edition. Inscribed. A very good or better copy with lightly soiled wrappers, gift inscription on title page, fore edges of the last few leaves with small nicks. [43503] $350


Rare Oath of Allegiance required for the King of Spain

122. [VICEROYALITY OF PERU. BOLIVIA]. [PENINSULAR WAR]. MARTINEZ DE BUSTOS [Y MANRIQUE], PATRICIO. Por la uniformidad de votos de casi todos los Vocales que representan los Reynos de España, se hizo en el Real Sitio de Aranjuez la instalacion solemne de la Junta Central del Gobierno de ellos y de los de esos dominius en el dia 25 de Setiembre próximo pasado con las ceremonias y formalidades de que se ha instruido á la Nacion por medio de la Gazeta extraordinaria publicada en esta Corte con fecha de 29 del mismo mes, de la qual remito á Vm. el exemplar adjunto ...[completed in manuscript]. Madrid: 1808. One sheet. Sm. 4to. Broadside. First
One of 200. Corrected in ink by Walpole


Washington’s Revolutionary War Correspondence


Making Connections in the Cowboy Art World

125. [WASHINGTON, GEORGE]. ARCHER, [WILLIAM SEGAR]; SPARKS, JARED. UNITED STATES CONGRESS. Washington's Books and Papers. (To accompany amendment to bill H.R. no. 283.). April 1, 1834. Report by the Committee on Foreign Affairs, to which has been referred a resolution, directing them to inquire into the expediency of purchasing the library and official and private papers of General Washington, to be deposited in the Department of State, have had the same under consideration, and report: [Washington, D.C.:] Gales & Seaton, print., 1834. 4 pp. 8vo. Removed. First edition. A very good copy with light foxing on first leaf, removed from a larger volume. [43092] $250

"Hoss enatimy & more": Illustrated Envelope


Illustrated Letters from one Cowboy Illustrator to Another


Unlisted Industrial Broadside from the peak of the Erie Canal Boom

129. [WESTERN EXPANSION]. GREENLEAF & MONTGOMERY. Silver Creek Steam-Engine Works! Silver Creek, NY: Greenleaf & Montgomery, 1853. 1 sheet. 12" x 11 1/2" Broadside. First edition. Andrew Young: History of Chautauqua County, New York, pp. 409-420. Moderate wear, and slight loss along fold, some creasing, still about very good. No copies located in OCLC, NUC, or other online sources; possibly unique. [40115] $400

Butcher of Cuba Turns Down Reportorial Gig


Two by the Poet Laureate of England


Copy of Wotton's Principal Biographer

133. WOTTON, HENRY. A Parallell Betweene Robert late Earle of Essex, and George late Duke of Buckingham. Printed at London: 1641. 2, 14 pp. Illus. with 1 dual portrait woodcut on title. 12mo. Later half calf over green paper boards, gilt titles on spine and front board. Wing 3647. Thomason; E.164[20]. Signed. Right border of woodcut cropped otherwise a very good copy, boards rubbed, inked and penciled ownership marks on first blank, contents crisp and clean, but for the partial cropping of page numbers to B3, and a very faint marginal dampstain at the top edge. Only one at auction since 1959. [43715] $900

**We will be bringing approximately fifty additional photographs of western North America including images of California, Utah, Washington State, Oregon, Canada, Idaho, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Seattle, Portland, Edmonton, and more.**